THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY	[SIMLA
The President: I am convinced that this motion involves an abuse of the pro-
cedure of the House. The question is, have I express power to rule it out ?
The Law Member : The objection I took to your last ruling was that
it related to a bill already in possession of the House, but here on a strict
interpretation of the rules you won't admit the resolution.
The President next called upon Sir »D'Arcy Lindsay who pleaded that his
section in the House was unable to follow the con roversy owing to inaudibility
and said that as the President considered the resolution objectionable it must be
disallowed.
The President's Ruling,
The President said that it was very curious that this question whether the
Chair had inherent power to disallow a motion on the ground that it was an abuse
of the procedure of the House arose on the very resolution which sought to proiest
against the action of the Government in endeavouring to take away that inherent
power.   He sympathised with both the Opposition and the Government, because
the former contended that the Chair had no express  powers  while  the Govern-
ment felt that reading the two Standing Orders together the resolution consti-
tated an abuse of the Standing Orders.   The question raised was very important.
The rules gave him no express power to disallow this part of the resolution, yet
they empowered him to prevent a member from speaking one  word  on that  part
of the resolution and unless he had some powers expressly implied or inherent
he could not prevent Mr. Mitra from moving that part of the resolution.   " I aai
convinced that the occupant of the Chair in every deliberative Assembly possesses,
and oaust possess if he is to function, inherent power to prevent an abuse of
fociES of procedure of the Assembly.   I know these are wide powers liable to abuse,
but the remedy is in the hands of the Assembly itself, namely to remove such
occupant from the Chair.   The remedy does not lie by way of endeavouring by
rote or resolution to take away the powers of the Chair which are so very essential
Jdr tbe very existence of the Chair and this House.   I am, therefore, convinced
tfeat tfee Chair has got inherent powers to rule a motion out of order on the
gTotmd that it involves an abuse of the rules of procedure of the House*   I
accordingly rule out the second part."
The President next suggested to Mr. Mitra to keep in view the correspon-
icuce between him and Lord Irwin and consider whether he should move the
wdntiom at this juncture and wanted to know the Government's attitude regard-
ing the amendments of the rules in the future. He knew that some members
were aimoyed at the Secretary of State's sanction to the rules after the resolution
fekd been balloted,but hoped that his suggestion would be considered.
^ Ibe President next asked the Government to explain their attitude regard-
ing the question of making amendments to the Legislative rules in future.
^	Sir B*L'MITTER sai<tthat this had been engaging the attention
l^ernmem.   Although the constitution did not provide expressly for
^tim with th« Legislature before making addition to the rules, there was
to exclude the establishment of conventions or understandings  whereby
—•«- might adopt the practice of approaching the Legislature for advice
*" ,?ufH ^pdsients.   Indeed Rule 48-A providing  for  separate
" *""""   " '"* was decided on a resolution moved in and accepted
.	-      -nt motion called on the Government  to take a
advance and to agree to bring before   the House all  important
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routes before reporting them for sanction to the
%*je Government were anxious to meet the wishes
^matter. ^When the amendments had been considered by
""      * - -aid give the most careful consideration to the
ould not bind^ themselves or  the Secretary of
only reservation was in cases of emergency
they should discharge the responsibility vested in
constituted such emergency as to require them
we Legislature m respect of any change in the
" cases, ttie GovcrnrJrent were in full sympathy

